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ABOUT THE PROJECT

Creativity, design, 
community culture, 

self-building, participation, 
recycling, rural environment,

environment, circular economy.

We believe everyone has a creative side, in some cases it is on 
the surface and in others it is more hidden. We also believe 
that this creative side has more opportunities to sprout if the 
environment is favorable, just like a plant.

BricoJam arises from the need to raise awareness of the 
potential of the circular economy among young people and 
thus
increase their environmental awareness.

The Eco-creative methodology that will be carried out during 
the training aims to put you into action, awaken your creative 
side and show you other ways of approaching projects, 
focusing on the power of the community. 
During the exchange we will combine design activities, 
gender, group dynamics, debates, role-playing and also 
collective construction, in which we will use recovered 
materials, local resources and of course our imagination. 
We will build furniture by collective construction sessions with 
reused materials that will remain in Grañén for the enjoyment 
of its neighbors.



OTHER OBJECTIVES

-Promote creativity, manual skills and encourage teamwork.

-Highlight the value of the circular economy and its potential 
to generate changes in today’s consumer society. 

-Respect the environment and conscious consumption.

-Generate social and environmental commitments.

-Create multicultural and diverse links between participants 
and the environment.



Have you ever heard about intercultural evenings? 
In order to discover more about our different cultures, we 
are organising evening events to celebrate our diversity.

The point is to allow people from other cultures to discover 
yours. We will be able to present our country and culture 
through food, music, dancing, drinks, images, etc.

You are free to organise games, do a quiz or whatever you 
feel best! Don’t forget to bring food, drinks and music so 
we can organise unforgettable international nights.

MULTICULTURAL NIGHTS



You can reach Grañen by train from Madrid, Barcelona, 
Lleida or Zaragoza. 
Please check train times at www.renfe.com

If you are coming from Barcelona or Madrid, you have 2 
searching options available at Renfe’s website:

-Option 1. Madrid or Barcelona to Grañen (this will give 
you limited options, as this website doesn’t give results for 
train combinations).

-Option 2. Madrid to Zaragoza + new search Zaragoza to 
Grañen/Barcelona to Zaragoza or to Lerida + new Search 
Zaragoza or Lerida to Grañen.

ARTmósfera breathes and 
lives art and culture in a 
rural environment. A space 
dedicated to the creation, 
teaching and learning of 
the performing arts mainly, 
but open to any discipline. 
Participants are going to 
stay in shared rooms.

The weather can be quite 
windy during the day. 

June is usually a hot month, 
between 29-16 degrees. 

Some storms may occur. 
At night the temperature is 

about 19 degrees.

Food will be home made 
and vegetarian.

FOODFOOD

WEATHER

ACCOMODATION

HOW TO REACH 
THE VENUE



Arrival day: 14th June (Afternoon)
Departure day: 22th June (Morning)

You must keep all the tickets, invoices and boarding 
passes of any transport you used to attend the project. 
Otherwise we won’t be able to refund any part of their 
your travelcosts.

You must know that you have to travel not more than 48 
hours before and after the project dates to get any refund 
of your travel expenses.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

CONTACTS

Paula: +34667281448 (WhatsApp)
Jorge: +34615064533 (WhatsApp)
email: hola@recreandoestudio.com


